Innovation
is the key
to success
in audit
When it comes to delivering
an audit, quality is KPMG’s
top priority. Our audit
professionals’ foremost
responsibility is to serve
investors, the capital
markets, audit committees
and management with
reasonable assurance.
audit.kpmg.us

KPMG recognizes the value behind our auditors’ skills,
the value each person brings to the audit practice and
to companies we audit. We are focused on empowering
our auditors and providing them with a fulfilling and
dynamic career characterized by continuous learning,
innovation and opportunities.

Enhancing audit quality with innovation
KPMG is committed to continuously identifying and implementing innovative
approaches and tools to help deliver and enhance a quality audit.
We are making a significant investment in innovations that
enhance audit quality, bring greater relevance
to audit findings and ultimately enrich the client experience.

Introducing KPMG Clara
KPMG Clara is KPMG’s next generation audit platform which is designed to
facilitate more seamless and transparent interactions between you and your
engagement team. This secure online platform offers a centralized portal that
serves as a single source for the exchange of important information including
valuable insight into the status of your audit.

Our professionals are provided with an opportunity to
explore the application of new audit tools and technologies:
Robotic Process
Automation (RPA)

Blockchain

Drones

Natural Language Processing
(NLP) Technology
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Strategic relationships, innovation and technologies
Through research, development, and strategic relationships with leading technology companies such
as Microsoft and IBM Watson, KPMG is pioneering significant enhancements to our audit methodology.
We are exploring how technologies such as artificial intelligence and robotic process automation can be
adapted to the audit.

Audit powered by D&A

Cognitive Technology

Audit Garage

KPMG’s D&A capabilities,
combined with our deep
knowledge of business
and industry, enable us to
filter, visualize, analyze, and
extract information from
data in ways that were not
previously possible.

KPMG has an exclusive
agreement with IBM Watson
cognitive computing technology
to pilot the development and
testing of Audit processes which
will raise the bar on quality and
create exciting new opportunities
for our audit professionals.

To keep up with the rapid pace
of change and challenge our
professionals, KPMG is leveraging
an approach called the “Audit
Garage“ that encourages creative
thinking that can help our
innovation journey.

300+

KPMG innovation and D&A
champions serve as resources
for audit engagements
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Talented professionals like
you are critical to our success:
Combining knowledge and skills with leading-edge tools
and technologies strengthens our ability to deliver a
robust and relevant quality audit. We invest significant
time, energy and funds into developing our audit
professionals. To keep pace with the evolving operating
environments, we provide blended learning curriculums
that bring together technology-based training options with
immersive in-person classroom experiences.

Building a world-class learning culture
The KPMG Lakehouse is a new learning,
development, and innovation facility:
Dedicated training campus - unsurpassed
learning environment and experience
for continuous growth which will help
professionals develop invaluable career skills.
https://info.kpmg.us/kpmg-lakehouse.html

Training, mentoring
and career growth
“At KPMG, we’re passionate about

Master of Accounting with
Data and Analytics Program:

developing our people and creating

First of its kind innovative program from
KPMG and leading business schools
combining learning + funding + doing to
develop accountants in the data age. The
powerful combination of D&A
focused accounting curriculum and
real-world experience is critical to
preparing a select group of students
for career success. kpmg.com/us/masters

growth opportunities for them.
The KPMG Lakehouse facility is a
significant investment that will
ensure our partners and professionals
continue to have access to leadingedge learning and development

Awards

opportunities to enrich themselves,
NACE Recruiting Excellence Award:
KPMG was recognized for excellence in recruiting.

stay connected to our inclusive,
innovative culture, and remain
equipped to deliver the highest quality
in this fast-changing marketplace.”

KPMG is recognized as part of Training
Magazine’s Top 10 Hall of Fame, an
honor reserved for the handful of
high-performing learning organizations.

Lynne Doughtie
Chairman and CEO, KPMG LLP

KPMG named a leader of The Forrester Wave
KPMG D&A services has been named a leader
among insight service providers.

TM

Learn more: audit.kpmg.us
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Get started: kpmgcampus.com

